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Free ebook National geographic readers

snakes Copy

they re sssslithery slippery they creep us out but get to know them and you ll find

snakes private quiet types who just want a cool shady place to call home from the

tip of their forked tongues to skin that sheds to the rattles on certain tails these

creatures have secrets all kids will love cool photos and fun facts slip us inside

their surprising world national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela

common core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information a

high interest science inquiry book in an exciting and easy to read format on the

ever popular subject of snakes meet different kinds of snakes find out where they

live and what they do through engaging text features such as the vocabulary tree

and the wrap up activity kids will be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups

helping them make connections between words and expanding their

understanding of the world meet different kinds of snakes find out where they live

and what they do through engaging text features such as the vocabulary tree and

the wrap up activity kids will be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups

helping them make connections between words and expanding their

understanding of the world join national geographic expert and tv personality

brady barr on some wild adventures with snakes readers won t believe their eyes

as they read barr s hilarious and completely true accounts of his interactions with

some of the biggest weirdest and craziest snakes on earth filled with engaging

photos fast facts and fascinating sidebars readers won t want to put this book

down national geographic primary readers is a high interest series of beginning
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reading books that have been developed in consultation with education experts

the books pair magnificent national geographic photographs with lively text by

skilled children s book authors across four reading levels level 1 early readerthese

books contain simple sentences and are just right for kids who can decode with

ease and are beginning to read fluently they are ideal for readers of yellow and

blue banded books meet different kinds of snakes find out where they live and

what they do told in simple yet lively text slither snake will enchant kids who are

just beginning their reading journey discover the amazing world of reptiles in this

book all about snakes for kids embark on a fun fact filled dive into the world of

snakes with everything you need to know about snakes children will love to learn

all the basics of reptile anatomy in this beautiful and informative book on our

serpent friends packed with vibrant pictures and lots of fascinating facts kids can

enjoy learning all about a snake s habitat and behaviour see how they survive in

forests deserts and oceans and how these clever creatures have adapted to live

in seemingly inhospitable habitats alongside in between and on top of all that this

riveting snake book also provides ideas for things to make games to play quizzes

and amazing facts to share with friends inside the pages of this reptile book for

children you ll find facts on habitat and anatomy as well as oddities such as why

snakes have scales and why chameleons change colour close ups quizzes and

games with an exciting take on the amazing world of our cold blooded friends a

look at these creatures from all angles information on habitat and breeding habits

as well as information on pythons komodo dragons sea turtles and many more

children aged 7 can learn all about snakes from the very first page of this book

which combines little known information with engaging text and an exciting design

each page contains everything kids need to know and everything they want to find

out about snakes complete the series this delightful snake book is part of the
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everything you need to know series of educational books for children and also

includes everything you need to know about frogs and everything you need to

know about dinosaurs presents general information about different types of

reptiles looking at what they are how they are classified the characteristics of

different species their origins and fun facts about them check out the slithering

garter snake as part of the backyard animals series this book introduces the

unique features of this colorful wild animal the text covers this reptile s habitat life

cycle physical characteristics diet and defenses also included are a range map

and a body diagram in the sky or on the ground backyard animals are all around

aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards

checkerboard library is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo find out

about snakes crocodiles lizards turtles and other reptiles in this new co reader

from national geographic kids learn about your favorite scaly cold blooded animals

find out where they live what they eat why they shed their skin and more national

geographic readers have been a hit in the beginning reader category and this

book builds upon that success with a new approach parents and children reading

together with the same combination of careful text brilliant photographs and fun

approach to high interest subjects that has proved to be a winning formula with

kids national geographic co readers provide one page of adult read aloud and one

page of kid read aloud text on each spread building toward a collaborative reading

experience find out about snakes from all over the world in this best selling visual

guide with information about snake evolution habitats reproductive behavior

feeding defense and much more snake is the essential guide to the world of

serpents featuring more than 3 000 species with a clean fresh look classifications

stunning photography and amazing artworks this is a must have reference for all

herpetologists packed with fascinating facts such as physical and behavioral
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characteristics this guide also includes focused profiles of 60 snakes from the

rainbow boa to the tropical rattlesnake each profile includes a stunning full page

photograph of the snake supporting images to highlight important features and a

fact file sidebar to give at a glance information plus a complete directory lists all

known species of these fascinating reptiles including venomous snakes such as

cobras snake is a beautiful and comprehensive guide to some of nature s most

compelling animals come face to face with sharks wolves tigers and many more

predators in this gripping new addition to the national geographic kids reader

series amazing animal photos will wow kids as they discover how predators hunt

raise their young and contribute to the food chain this level 2 reader is written in

easy to grasp text and will help kids understand who rules in the wild what makes

a snake a reptile in this title early readers learn the characteristics of reptiles

included are color photographs a picture glossary and websites to visit do snakes

wear shoes no but they can win a race see snakes slither up trees on land and in

water find out what kinds of snakes live where in this up close and slither y look at

these fascinating creatures describes the physical characteristics of a variety of

snakes and how they hunt catch and eat their prey ideal for today s young

investigative reader each a true book includes lively sidebars a glossary and index

plus a comprehensive to find out more section listing books organizations and

internet sites a staple of library collections since the 1950s the new a true book

series is the definitive nonfiction series for elementary school readers introduces

readers to lizards looking at what they have in common as well as some of the

special traits and abilities that individual species have buzz and fly guy learn all

about monster truck technology tricks events and safety these monsterzzzz are

nothing to be scared of ants are everywhere they creep they crawl they climb and

they fall but they get up and they keep on working ants come in all different
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shapes different sizes and different colors and they do a lot of different jobs these

hard working little creatures thrive wherever they go making whatever adaptations

necessary in their ever changing world national geographic supports k 12

educators with ela common core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for

more information find out about snakes crocodiles lizards turtles and other reptiles

in this new co reader from national geographic kids learn about your favorite scaly

cold blooded animals find out where they live what they eat why they shed their

skin and more national geographic readers have been a hit in the beginning

reader category and this book builds upon that success with a new approach

parents and children reading together with the same combination of careful text

brilliant photographs and fun approach to high interest subjects that has proved to

be a winning formula with kids national geographic co readers provide one page

of adult read aloud and one page of kid read aloud text on each spread building

toward a collaborative reading experience young readers learn about 12 of the

most deadly animals in the world from sharks to tiny mosquitoes get to know

scales shells and other kinds of amazing animal armor in this engaging level 1

reader from national geographic kids now with more than 125 books from pre

reader to level 3 in the series packed with beautiful and engaging photos kids will

learn all about these fantastic creatures learn about animals with shells scales and

spikes this reader is carefully leveled for an early independent reading or read

aloud experience perfect to encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow

packed with up to date information facts and stats on the world of snakes and a

great read too find out about snakes crocodiles lizards turtles and other reptiles in

this new co reader from national geographic kids learn about your favorite scaly

cold blooded animals find out where they live what they eat why they shed their

skin and more national geographic readers have been a hit in the beginning
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reader category and this book builds upon that success with a new approach

parents and children reading together with the same combination of careful text

brilliant photographs and fun approach to high interest subjects that has proved to

be a winning formula with kids national geographic co readers provide one page

of adult read aloud and one page of kid read aloud text on each spread building

toward a collaborative reading experience authentic leveled content that helps

students practice and develop their nonfiction reading skills includes

bibliographical references page 31 and index simple text discusses the physical

characteristics and typical behaviors of snakes as well as their place in the world

the first in a line of adventures within the national geographic kids chapters series

crocodile encounters will surely prove to be one of the most exciting follow along

with national geographic explorer brady barr as he crawls into a muddy hole just

barely big enough for his shoulders and comes face to face with thirteen

crocodiles laugh out loud as you learn how to catch a crocodile using shoe laces

and underpants read in anticipation to find out what happens when you put a 600

lb crocodile on an airplane in just a flimsy wooden crate these action packed

stories and more will engage readers and inspire them to go out and explore their

own world stories include undercover croc in which brady becomes a crocodile by

donning a specially designed protective croc suit and infiltrates a group of nile

crocodiles in tanzania toy story in which he uses and loses a radio controlled car

with video camera in a hilarious failed attempt to capture a nile crocodile in south

africa deep dark den in an attempt to relocate a group of crocodiles causing

problems to neighboring villagers in costa rica brady finds himself underground in

a deep muddy hole with thirteen angry crocs croc in a box brady tries to move a

giant troublesome croc from uganda safely to an american zoo but discovers the

croc is much stronger than the sturdy wooden box that has been built to contain
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him national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common core resources

visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information releases simultaneously in

reinforced library binding 978 1 4263 1029 4 14 90 16 95 can e book 978 1 4263

1030 0 5 99 5 99 can there are about 3 000 kinds of snakes here is information

about the different functions of these cold blooded animals physical characteristics

one also learns how they live how they give birth most lay eggs some give birth to

live babies and how they eat they swallow their prey whole sometimes while it is

still alive knowing about snakes from the most ordinary garden variety to the most

exotic constrictors and poisonous snakes is to admire and respect these

extraordinary reptiles this book looks at dolphins as wild mammals and discusses

the need to preserve their natural environment an engaging introduction to snakes

this beginning reader features eye catching photographs humorous captions and

easy to read facts about this reptile found around the world winner 2020 national

outdoor book award nature and the environment snakes inspire extreme reactions

love or hate these limbless reptiles almost everyone is fascinated by them

although snakes are widespread and frequently encountered they may be more

misunderstood than any other group of animals from giant rattlesnakes to mating

dances there are dozens of myths and misconceptions about snakes in secrets of

snakes the science beyond the myths wildlife biologist david steen tackles the

most frequently asked questions and clears up prevailing myths in a

conversational style with a bit of humor steen presents the relevant biology and

natural history of snakes making the latest scientific research accessible to a

general audience when addressing myths about snakes he explains how

researchers use the scientific method to explain which parts of the myth are

biologically plausible and which are not steen also takes a close look at

conventional wisdom and common advice about snakes for example people are
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told they can distinguish coralsnakes from non venomous mimics by remembering

the rhyme red on black friend of jack red on yellow kill a fellow but this tip is only

relevant to coralsnakes and two mimics living in the southeastern united states

and it does not always work with other species or in other countries enhanced by

more than 100 stunning color photographs and three original drawings secrets of

snakes the science beyond the myths encourages readers to learn about the

snakes around them and introduces them to how scientists use the scientific

method and critical thinking to learn about the natural world number sixty one w l

moody jr natural history series come face to face with mysterious snakes with the

junior scientists series for kids ages 6 to 9 take an amazing journey into the

wonderful world of snakes fangs rattles scales and all snakes for kids is filled with

fascinating facts and wild photographs that will take you close up to serpents from

around the globe dive into their habitats and life cycles and see how their

relationships with other animals create balance in the food web and help keep

ecosystems healthy start by learning more about some of your favorite snakes

from the king cobra to the massive anaconda discover how they move what they

eat why they shed their skin and plenty of other cool details you ll also meet a few

lesser known snakes like the strange family of blind snakes that tunnel

underground learn everything there is to know about these mysterious reptiles and

become an expert on our slithering friends snakes for kids includes so many

snakes check out all the interesting information on 45 different species age

appropriate the reading level is perfect for kids ages 6 to 9 colorful photos detailed

pictures allow you to see what the snakes look like in the wild if you ve been

searching for a great kids book about snakes look no further this one has it all

with familiar word patterns short sentences and full spread illustration enhanced

photographs beginning readers are introduced to the rattlesnake children starting
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to understand how letters and sounds go together will build confidence as they

recognize repeated words and learn new words helpful labels on photographs

provide visual cues for new vocabulary aligned to common core standards and

correlated to state standards magic readers is an imprint of magic wagon a

division of abdo from geckos to iguanas kimodo dragons to chameleons lizards

are about the most awesome animal around they inhabit every continent except

antarctica some are lethal some change color some have suction cups on their

feet there is enough fascinating information about these animals to fill an entire

library of readers but we ve taken the absolute coolest information about the

coolest animal and compacted it in this fascinating level 2 reader perfect for

anyone who loves slippery slimy creepy and crawly this high interest educationally

vetted series of beginning readers features the magnificent images of national

geographic accompanied by texts written by experienced skilled children s book

authors the inside back cover of the paperback edition is an interactive feature

based upon the book level 1 books reinforce the content of the book with a

kinesthetic learning activity in level 2 books readers complete a cloze letter or fun

fill in with vocabulary words national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela

common core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information from

the trade paperback edition describes what are meteorites and where do they

come from introduces coral reefs including how they are made where they are in

the world and why the world s coral reefs are in danger snakes are fascinating

creatures and although many are scared of them many are also enthralled find out

all you need to know about these remarkable reptiles in this brilliant book fully

illustrated with amazing photographs and artwork easy to read text is

accompanied by full colour photographs and step by step visual explanations

national geographic primary readers is a high interest series of beginning reading
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books that have been developed in consultation with education experts the books

pair magnificent national geographic photographs with lively text by skilled children

s book authors across four reading levels level 3 becoming independentbest

suited to kids who are ready for complex sentences and more challenging

vocabulary but still draw on occasional support from adults they are ideal for

readers of purple and gold books a pair of eyes lurks just above the water s

surface is it a crocodile or an alligator packed with beautiful and engaging photos

kids will learn all about these two reptiles and find out what makes them different

this level 3 reader provides both accessible and wide ranging text to encourage

the scientists and explorers of tomorrow
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National Geographic Readers: Snakes

2011-07-05

they re sssslithery slippery they creep us out but get to know them and you ll find

snakes private quiet types who just want a cool shady place to call home from the

tip of their forked tongues to skin that sheds to the rattles on certain tails these

creatures have secrets all kids will love cool photos and fun facts slip us inside

their surprising world national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela

common core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information

Snakes

2013-06-24

a high interest science inquiry book in an exciting and easy to read format on the

ever popular subject of snakes

National Geographic Readers: Slither, Snake!

2015-05-12

meet different kinds of snakes find out where they live and what they do through

engaging text features such as the vocabulary tree and the wrap up activity kids

will be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups helping them make connections

between words and expanding their understanding of the world

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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Slither, Snake!

2019

meet different kinds of snakes find out where they live and what they do through

engaging text features such as the vocabulary tree and the wrap up activity kids

will be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups helping them make connections

between words and expanding their understanding of the world

National Geographic Kids Chapters: Scrapes With

Snakes

2015-02-10

join national geographic expert and tv personality brady barr on some wild

adventures with snakes readers won t believe their eyes as they read barr s

hilarious and completely true accounts of his interactions with some of the biggest

weirdest and craziest snakes on earth filled with engaging photos fast facts and

fascinating sidebars readers won t want to put this book down

Slither, Snake!

2017-10-02

national geographic primary readers is a high interest series of beginning reading

books that have been developed in consultation with education experts the books

pair magnificent national geographic photographs with lively text by skilled children

s book authors across four reading levels level 1 early readerthese books contain

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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simple sentences and are just right for kids who can decode with ease and are

beginning to read fluently they are ideal for readers of yellow and blue banded

books meet different kinds of snakes find out where they live and what they do

told in simple yet lively text slither snake will enchant kids who are just beginning

their reading journey

Everything You Need to Know About Snakes

2023-11-02

discover the amazing world of reptiles in this book all about snakes for kids

embark on a fun fact filled dive into the world of snakes with everything you need

to know about snakes children will love to learn all the basics of reptile anatomy in

this beautiful and informative book on our serpent friends packed with vibrant

pictures and lots of fascinating facts kids can enjoy learning all about a snake s

habitat and behaviour see how they survive in forests deserts and oceans and

how these clever creatures have adapted to live in seemingly inhospitable habitats

alongside in between and on top of all that this riveting snake book also provides

ideas for things to make games to play quizzes and amazing facts to share with

friends inside the pages of this reptile book for children you ll find facts on habitat

and anatomy as well as oddities such as why snakes have scales and why

chameleons change colour close ups quizzes and games with an exciting take on

the amazing world of our cold blooded friends a look at these creatures from all

angles information on habitat and breeding habits as well as information on

pythons komodo dragons sea turtles and many more children aged 7 can learn all

about snakes from the very first page of this book which combines little known

information with engaging text and an exciting design each page contains

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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everything kids need to know and everything they want to find out about snakes

complete the series this delightful snake book is part of the everything you need

to know series of educational books for children and also includes everything you

need to know about frogs and everything you need to know about dinosaurs

Reptiles

2016

presents general information about different types of reptiles looking at what they

are how they are classified the characteristics of different species their origins and

fun facts about them

Garter Snakes

2015-01-01

check out the slithering garter snake as part of the backyard animals series this

book introduces the unique features of this colorful wild animal the text covers this

reptile s habitat life cycle physical characteristics diet and defenses also included

are a range map and a body diagram in the sky or on the ground backyard

animals are all around aligned to common core standards and correlated to state

standards checkerboard library is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

National Geographic Readers: Reptiles (L1/Co-reader)

2022-04-05

find out about snakes crocodiles lizards turtles and other reptiles in this new co

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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reader from national geographic kids learn about your favorite scaly cold blooded

animals find out where they live what they eat why they shed their skin and more

national geographic readers have been a hit in the beginning reader category and

this book builds upon that success with a new approach parents and children

reading together with the same combination of careful text brilliant photographs

and fun approach to high interest subjects that has proved to be a winning

formula with kids national geographic co readers provide one page of adult read

aloud and one page of kid read aloud text on each spread building toward a

collaborative reading experience

Snake

2016-03-15

find out about snakes from all over the world in this best selling visual guide with

information about snake evolution habitats reproductive behavior feeding defense

and much more snake is the essential guide to the world of serpents featuring

more than 3 000 species with a clean fresh look classifications stunning

photography and amazing artworks this is a must have reference for all

herpetologists packed with fascinating facts such as physical and behavioral

characteristics this guide also includes focused profiles of 60 snakes from the

rainbow boa to the tropical rattlesnake each profile includes a stunning full page

photograph of the snake supporting images to highlight important features and a

fact file sidebar to give at a glance information plus a complete directory lists all

known species of these fascinating reptiles including venomous snakes such as

cobras snake is a beautiful and comprehensive guide to some of nature s most

compelling animals

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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National Geographic Readers: Deadly Predators

2013-07-09

come face to face with sharks wolves tigers and many more predators in this

gripping new addition to the national geographic kids reader series amazing

animal photos will wow kids as they discover how predators hunt raise their young

and contribute to the food chain this level 2 reader is written in easy to grasp text

and will help kids understand who rules in the wild

Snakes

2017

what makes a snake a reptile in this title early readers learn the characteristics of

reptiles included are color photographs a picture glossary and websites to visit

Snakes Have No Legs

2021-09-21

do snakes wear shoes no but they can win a race see snakes slither up trees on

land and in water

Slither, Snake!

2017

find out what kinds of snakes live where in this up close and slither y look at these

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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fascinating creatures

Snakes Are Hunters

2002-01-22

describes the physical characteristics of a variety of snakes and how they hunt

catch and eat their prey

Reptiles

2001-09

ideal for today s young investigative reader each a true book includes lively

sidebars a glossary and index plus a comprehensive to find out more section

listing books organizations and internet sites a staple of library collections since

the 1950s the new a true book series is the definitive nonfiction series for

elementary school readers

Lizards

2012

introduces readers to lizards looking at what they have in common as well as

some of the special traits and abilities that individual species have

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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Fly Guy Presents

2020-04

buzz and fly guy learn all about monster truck technology tricks events and safety

these monsterzzzz are nothing to be scared of

National Geographic Readers: Ants

2012-07-24

ants are everywhere they creep they crawl they climb and they fall but they get up

and they keep on working ants come in all different shapes different sizes and

different colors and they do a lot of different jobs these hard working little

creatures thrive wherever they go making whatever adaptations necessary in their

ever changing world national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela

common core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information

National Geographic Readers: Reptiles (L1/Co-reader)

2022-09-20

find out about snakes crocodiles lizards turtles and other reptiles in this new co

reader from national geographic kids learn about your favorite scaly cold blooded

animals find out where they live what they eat why they shed their skin and more

national geographic readers have been a hit in the beginning reader category and

this book builds upon that success with a new approach parents and children

reading together with the same combination of careful text brilliant photographs

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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and fun approach to high interest subjects that has proved to be a winning

formula with kids national geographic co readers provide one page of adult read

aloud and one page of kid read aloud text on each spread building toward a

collaborative reading experience

Deadliest Animals

2011

young readers learn about 12 of the most deadly animals in the world from sharks

to tiny mosquitoes

National Geographic Kids Readers: Animal Armor (L1)

2018-01-16

get to know scales shells and other kinds of amazing animal armor in this

engaging level 1 reader from national geographic kids now with more than 125

books from pre reader to level 3 in the series packed with beautiful and engaging

photos kids will learn all about these fantastic creatures learn about animals with

shells scales and spikes this reader is carefully leveled for an early independent

reading or read aloud experience perfect to encourage the scientists and

explorers of tomorrow

It's All About... Slithering Snakes

2021-08-19

packed with up to date information facts and stats on the world of snakes and a

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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great read too

National Geographic Readers: Reptiles (L1/Co-

Reader)

2020-09-22

find out about snakes crocodiles lizards turtles and other reptiles in this new co

reader from national geographic kids learn about your favorite scaly cold blooded

animals find out where they live what they eat why they shed their skin and more

national geographic readers have been a hit in the beginning reader category and

this book builds upon that success with a new approach parents and children

reading together with the same combination of careful text brilliant photographs

and fun approach to high interest subjects that has proved to be a winning

formula with kids national geographic co readers provide one page of adult read

aloud and one page of kid read aloud text on each spread building toward a

collaborative reading experience

Snakes

2004-11-01

authentic leveled content that helps students practice and develop their nonfiction

reading skills

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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Cobras

2013-08

includes bibliographical references page 31 and index

Amazing Snakes!

2006-02-21

simple text discusses the physical characteristics and typical behaviors of snakes

as well as their place in the world

National Geographic Kids Chapters: Crocodile

Encounters

2012-10-09

the first in a line of adventures within the national geographic kids chapters series

crocodile encounters will surely prove to be one of the most exciting follow along

with national geographic explorer brady barr as he crawls into a muddy hole just

barely big enough for his shoulders and comes face to face with thirteen

crocodiles laugh out loud as you learn how to catch a crocodile using shoe laces

and underpants read in anticipation to find out what happens when you put a 600

lb crocodile on an airplane in just a flimsy wooden crate these action packed

stories and more will engage readers and inspire them to go out and explore their

own world stories include undercover croc in which brady becomes a crocodile by

donning a specially designed protective croc suit and infiltrates a group of nile

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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crocodiles in tanzania toy story in which he uses and loses a radio controlled car

with video camera in a hilarious failed attempt to capture a nile crocodile in south

africa deep dark den in an attempt to relocate a group of crocodiles causing

problems to neighboring villagers in costa rica brady finds himself underground in

a deep muddy hole with thirteen angry crocs croc in a box brady tries to move a

giant troublesome croc from uganda safely to an american zoo but discovers the

croc is much stronger than the sturdy wooden box that has been built to contain

him national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common core resources

visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information releases simultaneously in

reinforced library binding 978 1 4263 1029 4 14 90 16 95 can e book 978 1 4263

1030 0 5 99 5 99 can

Snakes

2010-06-01

there are about 3 000 kinds of snakes here is information about the different

functions of these cold blooded animals physical characteristics one also learns

how they live how they give birth most lay eggs some give birth to live babies and

how they eat they swallow their prey whole sometimes while it is still alive

knowing about snakes from the most ordinary garden variety to the most exotic

constrictors and poisonous snakes is to admire and respect these extraordinary

reptiles

Dolphins

2018-01-01
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this book looks at dolphins as wild mammals and discusses the need to preserve

their natural environment

Snakes

2024-07-15

an engaging introduction to snakes this beginning reader features eye catching

photographs humorous captions and easy to read facts about this reptile found

around the world

Secrets of Snakes

2019-09-23

winner 2020 national outdoor book award nature and the environment snakes

inspire extreme reactions love or hate these limbless reptiles almost everyone is

fascinated by them although snakes are widespread and frequently encountered

they may be more misunderstood than any other group of animals from giant

rattlesnakes to mating dances there are dozens of myths and misconceptions

about snakes in secrets of snakes the science beyond the myths wildlife biologist

david steen tackles the most frequently asked questions and clears up prevailing

myths in a conversational style with a bit of humor steen presents the relevant

biology and natural history of snakes making the latest scientific research

accessible to a general audience when addressing myths about snakes he

explains how researchers use the scientific method to explain which parts of the

myth are biologically plausible and which are not steen also takes a close look at

conventional wisdom and common advice about snakes for example people are
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told they can distinguish coralsnakes from non venomous mimics by remembering

the rhyme red on black friend of jack red on yellow kill a fellow but this tip is only

relevant to coralsnakes and two mimics living in the southeastern united states

and it does not always work with other species or in other countries enhanced by

more than 100 stunning color photographs and three original drawings secrets of

snakes the science beyond the myths encourages readers to learn about the

snakes around them and introduces them to how scientists use the scientific

method and critical thinking to learn about the natural world number sixty one w l

moody jr natural history series

Snakes for Kids

2020-06-16

come face to face with mysterious snakes with the junior scientists series for kids

ages 6 to 9 take an amazing journey into the wonderful world of snakes fangs

rattles scales and all snakes for kids is filled with fascinating facts and wild

photographs that will take you close up to serpents from around the globe dive

into their habitats and life cycles and see how their relationships with other

animals create balance in the food web and help keep ecosystems healthy start

by learning more about some of your favorite snakes from the king cobra to the

massive anaconda discover how they move what they eat why they shed their

skin and plenty of other cool details you ll also meet a few lesser known snakes

like the strange family of blind snakes that tunnel underground learn everything

there is to know about these mysterious reptiles and become an expert on our

slithering friends snakes for kids includes so many snakes check out all the

interesting information on 45 different species age appropriate the reading level is
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perfect for kids ages 6 to 9 colorful photos detailed pictures allow you to see what

the snakes look like in the wild if you ve been searching for a great kids book

about snakes look no further this one has it all

Snakes: Level 1

2014-08-01

with familiar word patterns short sentences and full spread illustration enhanced

photographs beginning readers are introduced to the rattlesnake children starting

to understand how letters and sounds go together will build confidence as they

recognize repeated words and learn new words helpful labels on photographs

provide visual cues for new vocabulary aligned to common core standards and

correlated to state standards magic readers is an imprint of magic wagon a

division of abdo

National Geographic Readers: Lizards

2012

from geckos to iguanas kimodo dragons to chameleons lizards are about the most

awesome animal around they inhabit every continent except antarctica some are

lethal some change color some have suction cups on their feet there is enough

fascinating information about these animals to fill an entire library of readers but

we ve taken the absolute coolest information about the coolest animal and

compacted it in this fascinating level 2 reader perfect for anyone who loves

slippery slimy creepy and crawly this high interest educationally vetted series of

beginning readers features the magnificent images of national geographic
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accompanied by texts written by experienced skilled children s book authors the

inside back cover of the paperback edition is an interactive feature based upon

the book level 1 books reinforce the content of the book with a kinesthetic learning

activity in level 2 books readers complete a cloze letter or fun fill in with

vocabulary words national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common

core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information from the

trade paperback edition

Meteors

2019

describes what are meteorites and where do they come from

Coral Reefs

2015

introduces coral reefs including how they are made where they are in the world

and why the world s coral reefs are in danger

Snakes

2014

snakes are fascinating creatures and although many are scared of them many are

also enthralled find out all you need to know about these remarkable reptiles in

this brilliant book fully illustrated with amazing photographs and artwork easy to

read text is accompanied by full colour photographs and step by step visual
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explanations

Alligators and Crocodiles

2017-10-02

national geographic primary readers is a high interest series of beginning reading

books that have been developed in consultation with education experts the books

pair magnificent national geographic photographs with lively text by skilled children

s book authors across four reading levels level 3 becoming independentbest

suited to kids who are ready for complex sentences and more challenging

vocabulary but still draw on occasional support from adults they are ideal for

readers of purple and gold books a pair of eyes lurks just above the water s

surface is it a crocodile or an alligator packed with beautiful and engaging photos

kids will learn all about these two reptiles and find out what makes them different

this level 3 reader provides both accessible and wide ranging text to encourage

the scientists and explorers of tomorrow
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